RESEARCH PROJECTS

A). Prediction of biomolecular function of proteins
Our group over the past decade has come up with many novel approaches for computational
inference of biomolecular function of proteins.1-6 However, there is still a long way to go.7 We
still cannot computationally predict what function(s) a protein may switch during posttranslation modification, oligomerization or even in context of multi-domain proteins. Our lab
has for the first time shown that it is possible to use molecular dynamics information as a
fingerprint like evidence for biomolecular function. We would like to further advance the work
leveraging a combination of static and dynamic information on proteins to computationally
infer their function in various biological states. Student interested in this project needs to be
inclined in learning about protein structure and have a good understanding of physics and
maths. He/she will also need to do computer programming.
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B). Analysis of large-scale genomic datasets
The amount of publicly available genomic datasets are increasing rapidly. However, much of
the analysis ignores presence of repeat sequences, problems with using the same reference
genome and inadequate coverage with many multi-reads not mapped owing to constraints of
efficiency. Our group in collaboration has developed accurate short read mapping technology14
, where the present deficiencies in biological analysis can be addressed. In light of these, we
would like to develop our own Genome Analysis Pipeline through which we are able to analyse
single nucleotide polymorphism, copy number variation, and other chromosomal aberrations
more accurately. Student interested in this project need to be inclined to learn about genome,
transcriptome and chromosomal organization and develop a good understanding of cellular
processes of specific interest. He/she will need to have good understanding of statistics and do
computer programming.
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C). Structure based analysis of protein interaction networks in biology
Our group has been working in the area of protein-protein interaction and quaternary structure
assessment over the past several years. In the initial years we have focussed primarily in
attending to the deficiencies in the existing approaches of protein-protein docking. However,
to make further improvement it is necessary to perform detailed structure based analysis of
known protein-protein interaction networks. We currently have highly accurate methods for
quaternary structure assessment and would like to leverage this information further to come up
with insights into interaction networks in cells. The results obtained could also be very useful
for helping crystallographers to co-crystallize protein complexes for structure determination.
The knowledge will be pooled to improve our in-house docking pipeline.
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